Informal Envoys:

German Cold War cultural diplomacy along the Bamboo Curtain

During the Cold War, even student illness could turn into a diplomatic affair. In 1976, the Chinese embassy in Bonn informed the West German authorities that three German exchange students currently studying in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) had syphilis. The students, all three of them male, came from very different parts of Germany and had met for the first time in September 1975 on the plane that carried them and the rest of that year’s crop of German exchange students to China. Upon arrival they, like all foreign students, had been given a medical check-up and the Chinese authorities had certified them a clean bill of health without conducting specific STD tests. They first heard of the allegation in early June 1976, through the West German embassy in Beijing. Dr Lapper, the embassy official informing them about the matter, seemed convinced that all of them had somehow contracted the illness.

The Federal Republic of Germany had only opened a diplomatic outpost in Mao’s China three years earlier. Dr Lapper, a member of the first diplomatic corps sent to Beijing, took the official Chinese claim at face value and was, so the three young men sensed, prepared to believe it. A caveat such as three sick students, rightfully accused or not, could quickly turn into a major problem for the West German presence in the PRC in the volatile political climate of the late Cultural Revolution. The three students ardently protested and agreed to an immediate medical exam at a Chinese hospital, arranged by the embassy, where Kahn and Wassermann tests would be conducted to prove to all parties involved that they were healthy. Angered by the lack of trust of their own embassy and eager to also hear the opinion of a qualified third party, the students went to consult a physician working in the French embassy who examined them and confirmed in writing that all three looked healthy and that none of them showed any outward signs of having syphilis. After the Chinese
medical checks, the PRC Ministry of Education confirmed that the West German authorities would be officially told about the outcome of the medical exams “in the same way” as the original claim had been transmitted. The West German embassy in Beijing now let the matter rest.¹

After the Federal Republic had breached the Bamboo Curtain in 1973, West German students and academics, sent as informal cultural envoys, operated in a tense political environment. Their contacts with Chinese students were closely monitored as was their correspondence: by China’s public security organs if handled by the ordinary post, and by West Germany’s security services if forwarded for them through diplomatic mail. It remained unclear where the accusations against the students had originated, as they were never approached by their Chinese university hosts or had it explained to them by their embassy why the West German authorities had accepted the accusations without any substantiating evidence at hand. However, the reaction of the West German embassy shows that nothing would be allowed to endanger the nascent official diplomatic relationship between Bonn and Beijing as the Federal Republic for the first time had breached the Bamboo Curtain with its PRC presence. Certainly not three allegedly ill exchange students.

While swiftly resolved, this episode showcases only one of many obstacles and the importance of foreign cultural diplomacy for the Bonn government during the Cold War. In the endeavour of rebuilding diplomatic channels with Asian countries after the Second World War, both German governments faced many difficulties. Deprived of their official diplomatic representations in 1945, the emerging Cold War divide structured the first wave of renewed German presence across Asia. The fear of coming second and losing out against the other German government drove both states in their desire to be the only German presence abroad. Diplomatic conflicts surrounding this so-called Deutschlandpolitik have attracted intense attention in historical scholarship.² The cultural channels that often preceded the
establishment of renewed official ties to foreign governments have attracted less attention. This is all the more surprising as German governments used foreign cultural diplomacy (\textit{auswärtige Kulturpolitik}) throughout the twentieth century as a substitute for official diplomatic channels. With the isolation of Germany after the end of the First World War, language teaching, cultural contacts, and academic exchanges already served the Weimar government as a way back into the international arena. The \textit{Deutsche Akademische Austauschdienst} (DAAD/German Academic Exchange Service), that had grown out of a private initiative between 1922-25, the \textit{Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung} (Alexander von Humboldt Foundation), and the \textit{Deutsche Akademie} (German Academy, re-founded after the war as the Goethe-Institute) established cultural diplomacy as an important component of German foreign policy in the interwar period.\footnote{With the disastrous end of the Second World War, foreign cultural diplomacy once again became a substitute for official foreign policy making. Only this time for two rivalling governments.}

Cultural ambassadors sent to Asia to make the Bonn and East Berlin governments’ case to foreign audiences have not been given much attention.\footnote{Their histories can tell us much about the anxious and often improvised strategies of both German states in the Cold War outside Europe. Research on US public diplomacy seen as Cold War propaganda efforts in the cultural sphere has long dominated scholarship on cultural diplomacy.\footnote{In recent years, scholars of international relations have developed a renewed interest in cultural diplomacy as part of their studies in public diplomacy in response to Islamic terrorism.\footnote{Since then, scholars have suggested the terms “cultural diplomacy” and “cultural relations” in an effort to structure research. In this framework, cultural diplomacy denotes conscious efforts of governments to exploit informal cultural links for policy making. Cultural relations, on the other hand, describes “ideals-driven” activities of non-state actors.\footnote{In contrast, the history of German efforts of reconnecting to Asian countries after 1945 suggests that the boundaries}}}
between state-sponsored activities and private initiatives were often blurred. Both German governments hoped to develop “soft power,” in Joseph Nye’s often cited terminology, very much alongside of economic, military, and foreign policy relations. In these endeavours, there often existed no clear dividing lines between state and non-state actors and initiatives.

This article traces the travels of languages teachers, exchange students, academics, and diplomats of both German states to Asian countries along the Bamboo Curtain and Asian visitors to divided Germany after 1945. The ideological division of Europe initially left little room for making inroads into European countries allied with the other German state. The situation in Asia, where decolonization fundamentally transformed regional politics, appeared much more fluid to many bureaucrats in Bonn and East Berlin. Both German governments were especially anxious to set up a presence in “divided countries” such as China, Korea, and Vietnam along the Bamboo Curtain. The PRC soon became a major battleground. Yet, it would take almost three decades until the Federal Republic managed to breach the Bamboo Curtain and establish cultural relations to the PRC. The German Democratic Republic (GDR) conversely never managed to break out of the ideological front lines in Asia. Instead, the PRC presented the GDR leadership with an ideological challenge after the Sino-Soviet split. In the eyes of East German bureaucrats, their dependency on the Soviet Union made PRC attacks on Moscow during the Cultural Revolution appear a serious threat for the GDR’s internal stability. Meanwhile, the issue of universal representation of sovereign states captivated United Nations (UN) debates in the 1960s. Once the PRC secured a UN Security Council seat, Beijing’s “one China” policy reflected directly on German division. Both German states thus could only move to détente in their competing cultural diplomacy efforts towards the PRC after the separation of the Chinese and German case of national division in UN politics and Mao’s death in 1976.
Underneath the diplomatic battle over *Deutschlandpolitik*, a constant conflict over the cultural sovereignty of Germany raged. Next to attempts of dominating the news coming in and going out of the divided Germany via news agencies, teaching foreigners about Germany, its language, culture, and history, became a central battleground in the cultural Cold War between Bonn and East Berlin. The command of each other’s language was seen as the most basic precondition for the engagement with other countries and cultures. Language teachers and exchange students thus formed a crucial first wave in the cultural diplomacy of both German states entering into foreign relations after 1945. Training foreign students in German and Germans in foreign languages formed a cornerstone in governmental strategies of rallying foreign audiences behind claims to German sovereignty. Over time, both German governments also had to negotiate conflicts brought to East and West German university campuses. Especially Chinese and Korean students repeatedly carried domestic political conflicts into the Federal Republic and GDR on their study abroad visits in the 1960s and 70s. This everyday history of the cultural Cold War shaped the experience of many ordinary people as much as the recurring diplomatic and military crises along the Iron and Bamboo Curtains.

Economic interests in many cases drove German desires to re-establish ties to Asian states. Yet, both German governments always had to consider their position towards their opposing government in the cultural and political representation of Germany abroad. In countries such as Burma, which remained open to West German cultural institutions even when its military leadership embarked on its Burmese Way to Socialism in the 1960s, both German states vied for direct influence with the Burmese leadership through cultural envoys. Despite the symbolic capital at stake for bureaucrats at home, as the Burmese and Vietnamese cases illustrate, the everyday realities of East and West Germans sent to Asia often looked quite different. The difficulties in finding suitable candidates for postings in
Asia, frequent problems of communication, and the often-isolated position of many cultural ambassadors provided many of them with unexpected agency. The rebuilding of cultural channels to Asia therefore hinged not only on policies devised in Bonn or East Berlin, but also on circumstance and the ingenuity of Germans sent abroad.14 This could also go wrong. Sent to advocate the Cold War case of their governments, older stereotypes of race and culture shaped by the colonial era guided many of the early cultural envoys and bureaucrats at home much more than ideology. This would only change when a younger generation of Germans embarked on their cultural missions from the 1970s onwards. After both German states had moved to détente in Ostpolitik negotiations, countries along the Bamboo curtain in the 1980s also became spaces in which cultural envoys could approach their counterparts more freely than in Europe until the Berlin Wall unexpectedly fell in 1989.

Reviving Old Strategies: cultural exchanges and foreign policy

Foreign cultural policy was not a new form of foreign policy after 1945. From its beginnings in the Weimar Republic, Germans developed a different tradition to British cultural diplomacy or French *politique culturelle extérieure*. While French policies were designed to export French values to the world, British cultural diplomacy aimed at informing foreign audiences about Britain’s current affairs. The German approach always centred on exchange. From its origins in the interwar period, German cultural diplomacy efforts aimed as much at bringing foreigners to Germany as sending Germans abroad to foster relationships and mutual understanding. The National Socialist regime transformed the Weimar Republic’s cultural diplomacy centred on exchanges into a claim to a distinct nationalist European identity. Yet, this fascist project of cultural policies soon ended in failure.15 After 1945, the central premise of cultural exchange rather than export of German culture returned.16 American re-education efforts, the opening of *Amerika-Häuser* in West German towns for
example, and US academic exchange schemes in some ways matched this approach after 1945. The slow return of sovereign rights under the control of the Allied powers initially limited independent foreign policy making of both German governments. If the Bonn and East Berlin leaderships wanted to reopened channels beyond their immediate European neighbours, foreign cultural diplomacy promised some success. Academics and artists as well as language teachers and exchange students could arrange travel and accommodation much easier than official governmental envoys. The return to cultural exchanges as a form of German presence abroad had another advantage: sending cultural ambassadors abroad came with relatively low costs attached.

The fast economic revival of the Federal Republic after 1945 allowed for a quick return to foreign cultural diplomacy and exchange schemes. In 1950-51, the West German state re-founded the DAAD and the Goethe-Institute replaced the German Academy. Together with the Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen (Institute for Foreign Relations), Inter Nationes, and the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, these institutions rebuilt West German cultural diplomacy at home and abroad. Former diplomats and cultural managers of the Third Reich such as Fritz von Twardowkski and Franz Thierfelder played an instrumental role in rebuilding a particular German mix of state-funded, but semi-independent cultural institutions. This institutional plurality in the organisation of West German cultural diplomacy would allow for a multi-layered strategy of reengaging with international audiences.17 Alongside this reconstruction of cultural institutions, West German businessmen reopened Asian trade routes already in the early 1950s. To underpin these nascent trade ties, calls for intensifying cultural relations to secure long-term access to Asian economies soon emerged. Entering the PRC’s market formed a central goal of West German businessmen from the very beginning. Cultural efforts therefore focused on China.18
Yet, the only immediate road back to a West German presence in Asia was through new Cold War alliances. The British Colonial Office had reclassified holders of “German Federal Passports” as “friendly aliens” in 1952. This change allowed for a West German presence in Hong Kong. When German and Austrian citizens who had not been deported as part of the forced repatriation policies at the end of the Second World War suffered under campaigns against “reactionaries” in the PRC, British officials in Beijing and Hong Kong allowed the German East Asiatic Society to organise another wave of repatriations of Germans. The British official in charge remarked, “I should like to be able to help these unfortunates to whom, as an occupation power, I feel we have a certain moral responsibility.” Efforts by East German representatives to instigate harassment of Germans in Beijing, who had been identified as opponents of the socialist Germany, soon triggered further British assistance to West German activities. Under the new Chinese Communist Party (CCP) principle “using the foreign to serve China” (yang wei Zhong yong), only a small group of committed communists from the West and socialist states remained in the PRC from the early 1950s onwards. The wartime front lines now gave way to new Cold War alliances.

Progress thus was slow at first. The West German Chinesisch-Deutscher Kulturbund (Chinese-German Culture League) and the DAAD revived scholarly exchanges with Japan and Taiwan in 1952 and 1955. The official return of West German diplomats to Asia soon followed. The Federal Republic reopened a consulate in Hong Kong as a first step to reengage with the Pacific region, through which official diplomatic relations in the region could be organised. In November 1956, the West German consulate in Hong Kong urged the Bonn government to increase funding for exchanges with China. The DAAD only funded eleven scholarships for the entire “Chinese cultural sector.” The consul suggested that Hong Kong could serve as a central hub to administer cultural exchange in the region. He focused on ethnic Chinese students in particular, who should apply centrally at the Hong Kong
consulate regardless whether they lived in “Formosa,” Hong Kong, Macao, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, Singapore, US or British territories. This was an ever more pressing issue as the GDR had attracted more than three hundred Chinese students mostly from the PRC who had taken up their places at East German universities by 1956.23

East German ambitions indeed focussed on the PRC. In 1951, a friendship month brought Mao portraits to East German town squares celebrating the signature of a trade and cultural agreement between the two states. In the following years, leading writers, journalists, orchestras, theatre artists, painters, photographers, sport teams, and other cultural workers went on exchange visits and organised exhibitions in the PRC and the GDR.24 A first Chinese delegation visited the GDR in 1951. This was the beginning of a phase of intense cultural exchanges with the PRC, which was seen as a very important socialist brother state at the time.25 Both governments viewed each other as important partners in building socialism through trade and technological exchange.26 At the Karl-Marx-University Leipzig, the academic assistant Erika Claus organised first delegation visits of members of the economics department of the Chinese State University Beijing (Staatliche Chinesische Universität Peking), where the Workers and Peasant Faculty hosted the Chinese guests. A second delegation followed in November 1952. This time, members of the state administration for people’s education (Volksbildung) exchanged ideas with their East German colleagues.27 Cultural exchanges and scientific cooperation were meant to pave the way to an increase in future trade and political cooperation.

Exchanges with the Chinese comrades soon expanded to the fields of journalism, the training of interpreters, and sport.28 The National People’s Army (NVA) seconded two to three officers per year to Leipzig for Chinese language training to enhance military cooperation with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).29 This expansion of activities triggered tighter political supervision. The political cleansing of universities from non-party
members who might undermine the “positive political influence” (*positive politische Einflussnahme*) on foreigners became a central concern of senior university leaderships by the late 1950s. Nothing should jeopardise the opportunity to influence international guests, especially not lax party control over personnel at home.\(^\text{30}\) Academics defecting while abroad also forced the SED leadership to control foreign travel tightly. Soon, only “party travel cadres” received permission to leave the GDR and academics, students, and artists sent on cultural missions abroad had to undergo a strict political vetting process. These restrictions should permanently impede the expansion of GDR cultural diplomacy.

The geographical fault lines of the Cold War had left all major pre-war German foreign academic institutes under the Federal Republic’s control. The Bonn government repossessed the archaeological and cultural institutes in Rome and Cairo.\(^\text{31}\) East German bureaucrats hoped that the privileged access to the PRC could be used to counter this West German advantage. To match the Federal Republic’s control over cultural institutes abroad, the GDR in direct response planned to open an academic institute in Beijing.\(^\text{32}\) Since 1953, several study trips of archaeologists from the Karl-Marx-University prepared the ground for more ambitious plans.\(^\text{33}\) The prolific archaeologist Eduard Erkes, who was instrumental in rebuilding the academic field of sinology in the GDR, used his longstanding contacts to Chinese colleagues and facilitated a quick revival of academic contacts. By 1956, Erkes outlined plans for a permanent academic office in Beijing. With the help of the German Academy of Science, this office should then be turned into a German Scientific Institute in Beijing to rival the West German institutes in Rome and Cairo.\(^\text{34}\) First visiting professorships were instituted in the late 1950s in preparation of the official cultural treaty to be signed between the GDR and PRC.\(^\text{35}\)

Socialist solidarity first outstripped West German efforts in Asia. East German authorities expanded their position in socialist countries once West German representatives
were driven out as in the case of Beijing. In exchange, student numbers at East German universities rose steadily.\textsuperscript{36} The GDR used its Beijing embassy effectively to attract Chinese students throughout the 1950s. North Korean and Vietnamese ideological brethren soon joined their Chinese comrades. The GDR leadership thus decided that socialist cooperation needed a firm institutional structure. Yet, the difficulties of rebuilding the East German higher education sector and the efforts of the SED government to cleanse universities from old Nazis and “counterrevolutionary” influences delayed the foundation of a proper academic centre for academic exchange and the training of foreigners.\textsuperscript{37}

In 1956, the central bureaucracy in East Berlin eventually declared that foreign academic exchanges should be centred at the newly founded \textit{Institut für Ausländerstudium} (Institute of Study for Foreigners) at Leipzig. East German academics and students now began to regularly visit the PRC, North Korea, and Vietnam. Those three countries also sent the most students to the GDR.\textsuperscript{38} Yet, the Federal Republic had already outrun the GDR in total numbers and welcomed 10,000 foreign students from all over the world by 1958. In response, the SED announced in 1958 a target of ten percent of all students at East German universities should be foreigners in the future. This forced the East Berlin government to step up efforts especially in Africa and Asia. The leadership now even pondered a bureaucratic decentralisation of student exchanges, resulting in a lesser grip of the party on exchanges, that would allow for direct exchanges between East German and foreign universities.\textsuperscript{39} When An Gang, the dean of the Faculty of Journalism in Beijing visited Leipzig, the East German hosts minuted with some jealousy that their Chinese colleagues had “five times as many lecturers for the same amount of students.”\textsuperscript{40} Something clearly needed to change if the SED leadership did not want to fall behind permanently in the competition with the Federal Republic.
Since 1956, foreign students from Asia and Africa dominated at East German faculties as the GDR now also sent lecturers to India, Indonesia, Guinea, Cuba, and Iraq. But the need for almost doubling the staff from 1956 to 1957 at the new central institution in Leipzig already in the first year after opening its doors also caused concerns. The party above all feared that academic staff might lack in ideological conviction. “The institute and party leadership did not in all cases of new appointments have a chance to exert its influence,” a report alerted the central leadership. “In the current situation, it has to be said, it cannot be guaranteed in all cases [of newly appointed personnel] that a positive political influence exists.” In other words, not all new lecturers at Leipzig adhered closely enough to the party line. Some made no effort to prohibit foreign students from listening to Radio Free Europe or traveling regularly to West Berlin. At the same time, GDR students encountered hostilities of fellow socialist brethren abroad. One East German exchange student to the PRC recalled how a Polish reprimanded him for behaving like a “German guard” when the student made a remark about low class attendance. Nationalist sentiment, legacies of the Second World War, and uprising such as in Hungary in 1956 reflected directly on conflicts within international student communities in the PRC.

By the late 1950s, SED leaders doubled their efforts of breaking the Bonn government’s isolation policies against the GDR in international affairs. GDR cadres looked fearfully to other Eastern European countries such as Romania where the West Germans seemed to make inroads. West German foreign policy experts, legal scholars, and jurists had formed an effective bar clause to East German efforts of engaging with the world outside the socialist bloc. The so-called Hallstein Doctrine, named after the State Secretary at the Foreign Office Walter Hallstein, threatened any country that acknowledged the GDR as a sovereign state with the withdrawal of West German economic and political cooperation. By the late 19650s, West German bureaucrats sensed first signs of cracks in their international campaign
against the GDR triggered by decolonization. Anxieties over loosing influence over the cultural representation of Germany abroad thus plagued bureaucrats within both German governments in the late 1950s.

The GDR regime now moved to a new strategy in international affairs. The SED leadership coupled its rhetoric of international socialist solidarity with a new focus on Third World anti-imperialism. By 1957, these East German efforts showed first successes with Arab and African states. The GDR’s Prime Minister Otto Grotewohl toured the Middle East and Asia from Cairo to Baghdad and New Delhi to Rangoon. In response, West German politicians demanded a more uniform and centralised response to counter what they perceived as an East German cultural policy offensive. West German foreign policy experts hoped to take the fight to the GDR in Asia in light of the Federal Republic’s seemingly weakening position in Africa where decolonisation transformed African states’ perspective on West Germany.

Unnoticed by West German eyes, however, SED attempts of winning over foreign students created frequent conflicts at home. Next to rallying support for the GDR’s international recognition, East German officials hoped to persuade students and academics from developing countries of the political superiority of socialism. During the early years of cultural exchange programmes, foreign students often clashed with local East German authorities. Complaints ranged from Indian students protesting against not being offered en suite accommodation in the still war-torn city of Dresden, annoyance over frequent requests by SED political officers to join international appeals for the recognition of GDR sovereignty, and growing political conflicts between students from non-aligned African and Asian countries with their fellow students from socialist states. These problems led to a renewed centralisation of study programmes for foreigners in the GDR.
By 1960, the East Berlin leadership decided to limit the access of foreign students to the universities in Leipzig and Dresden, the Mining Academy Freiberg, the College for Electrical Engineering in Ilmenau, and the College for Economics in Berlin-Karlshorst. These institutions were chosen for their “beneficial conditions” in exerting political influence on foreign students. The Institute of Study for Foreigners, renamed into Herder-Institute on the Day of the Teacher on 12 June 1961, became the first point of contact for foreign students. The change in name on the annual day, on which the SED celebrated the state’s role in the education of its youth and awarded medals to exemplary teachers, signalled the inclusion of the Herder Institute in this educational mission. The institute was tasked with teaching foreigners enough German language skills to progress to specialised courses. With the growing ideological conflicts between the PRC and the Soviet Union, however, the relations to students from the PRC, North Korea, and Albania began to deteriorate and threatened the initial expansion of GDR foreign cultural diplomacy to Asia by the early 1960s just when institutional problems at home seemed resolved.

West German authorities meanwhile relied on old personal and institutional links in rebuilding their Asian presence. The close proximity between the new West German Foreign Office, located at the left Rhine bank in Bonn since 1954, and the headquarters of the catholic Steyler Mission, only a short car ride away on the other river bank in Sankt Augustin, played a central institutional role in the early days of West German cultural exchanges with Asia. The missionaries had been a constant German religious presence in Asia, and in China in particular, since the late nineteenth century. This close connection between foreign policy and Christian missionaries was revived after the end of the war. The Cold War in Europe quickly turned into an anti-communist Christian mobilisation effort. The trial against the Hungarian cardinal József Mindszenty rallied Catholics across the world behind the Western Cold War cause. Pope Pius XII acted swiftly and declared the excommunication of all
persons involved in Mindszenty’s arrest, trial, and imprisonment in February 1949. The first West German chancellor Konrad Adenauer used this officially sanctioned anti-communist agenda of the Vatican to integrate catholic milieus further into new Cold War alliances. Outside of Europe, the close connections of Christian missionary organisations and the Bonn Foreign Office enabled an early reactivation of old cultural links. The Steyler Mission served as a central financial node in transferring West German governmental funds to Asia in absence of official channels. The mission was instrumental in arranging first contacts via the catholic Sophia University in Tokyo to Japanese and other Asian partners. This connection to the private Jesuit university, located in Tokyo’s Chiyoda Ward since its founder Hermann Hofmann had overseen the opening of German literature, philosophy, and commerce departments in 1913, allowed for setting up scholarship schemes with Taiwan in 1956 and Japan in 1958. Yet, West German progress in Asia remained slower than officials back home had hoped for.

The East German concentration on the PRC did not discourage the West German government from trying to reconnect to Beijing. In 1957, the Foreign Office inquired with the DAAD whether the organisation would consider secretly funding West Germans interested in studying in the PRC. For the government, making inroads behind the Bamboo Curtain promised putting pressure on their East Berlin counterpart. This political agenda coincided with academic interest. The Hamburg sinologist Wolfgang Franke lobbied for Foreign Office support to establish academic exchanges to the PRC as “it seemed of extreme importance to the Federal Republic to educate young academics” who had experienced life in the PRC first hand. Due to political concerns, a proxy-organisation needed to be found to administer the funding for Chinese students in turn coming to the Federal Republic. In May 1957, the Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Chinesisch-Deutschen Freundschaft e.V., Wuppertal-Barmen (Association for the Promotion of Chinese-German Friendship e.V.) agreed to award
scholarships funded through the state of North Rhine-Westphalia and the Ministry for Culture. A representative of the association, Mr Tacke, assured the DAAD that he and his colleagues were perfectly capable to control “communist-infiltrated” Chinese students. The University of Freiburg joined forces with Tacke’s association to provide the academic platform for planned exchanges with the PRC, Afghanistan, and Indonesia.57

In the anti-communist atmosphere of the 1950s, the Foreign Office supported Franke’s initiative, but insisted that the DAAD had to ensure that students sent to the PRC had to be ideologically trustworthy (charakterlich und weltanschaulich gefestigte Persönlichkeiten). They should not be told that their funding came from governmental sources, instead a proxy organisation needed to be found here as well. When it came to the question of hosting “red-Chinese” students at West German universities, however, the Foreign Office raised concerns. The diplomats feared ideological subversion. French authorities had reported that “students from Red China” studying at French universities “had had a go at racially-related students to influence them ideologically” (an rassenverwandte Studierende herangemacht um diese in kommunistischem Sinne zu beeinflussen).58 The Foreign Office’s language revealed anti-communist concerns of the era still framed in the racial language of the Third Reich. When West German-Chinese trade negotiations abruptly broke down in the late 1950s, these first attempts to reconnect with the PRC resulted in no more than very limited, sporadic, unofficial exchanges.

These first links to Asian countries accelerated debates on what image of “Germany” the East and West German governments actually wanted to transport abroad. Germany as the “country of poets and thinkers” (Land der Dichter und Denker) underpinned by regional folklore shaped West German approaches. Yet, the Asia tour of a Bavarian folklore dance troupe raised concerns over outdated “traditionalist” views of cultural diplomacy’s content by 1960.59 Roundtrips of folk groups stood in sharp contrast to the Bonn
government’s attempt to present the Federal Republic as a modern country at international fairs. The West German pavilion at the Brussels Fair in 1958 had just earned much international acclaim by architects for its modernist design. The GDR government in turn successfully attracted Asian visitors to the annual Leipzig Fair, which was meant to present to the world a modern industrial image of East Germany. In the midst of these East and West German efforts, the clashes between the Allies and both German states during the Second Berlin Crisis from 1958 onwards, the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961, and the Cuban Missile crisis in 1962 hardened Cold War front lines in Europe and paused attempts of both German governments to breach the ideological divide in Asia.

Establishing German Presence in Asia

In the early years of cultural diplomacy, Germans sent abroad also suddenly encountered unexpected freedoms. Vietnam had turned into a country of interest for the GDR after the end of the Indochina War in 1954. Since 1960, GDR lecturers sent to Hanoi were paid through (DIA)INVEST EXPORT. Economic interests played an important part in the attempt to establish closer contacts to Vietnam. The first two German language teachers sent to Hanoi in 1960 taught German language and grammar to groups of up to one hundred students with the help of Vietnamese auxiliary teachers. Once their stint in Hanoi came to an end, one of the lecturers hoped to take up a post in Beijing. Personnel was still in short supply. Himself being a natural scientist, and thus not necessarily qualified to teach German language, he had already expressed an interest in moving to an assignment in the PRC when he passed through the city on his way to Vietnam. Language teachers were often moved on from country to country in these years. The shortage of qualified personnel sometimes allowed East Germans like him to extend their absence from the GDR once they had been appointed to an assignment abroad.
The offer to take up a post in the PRC had been welcome. The current East German lecturers in Beijing had already inquired about their successors several times as they wanted to go home. From 1959 to 1961, four East Germans were stationed in Beijing as cultural workers. They had to navigate the uneasy atmosphere of the emerging Sino-Soviet split. In January 1961, the academic coordinator in Leipzig suggested that the group should be assigned an official head of delegation. A member of the GDR lecturer team, who had served as a senior member of the institute and party secretary in Leipzig, should speak on behalf of the whole delegation to avoid mixed political messages.\textsuperscript{64} Stricter leadership seemed also necessary as one member of the East German delegation had secretly agreed to give the Polish ambassador language lessons for some cash on the side. Such unauthorised work was strictly forbidden.

East German plans to make the PRC the centre of its Asian presence had been repeatedly called into question long before the escalation of tensions between the CCP and the Soviet leadership around 1960.\textsuperscript{65} After the uprising of 1953, Walter Ulbricht feared the CCP’s Hundred Flowers Campaign in 1956 might encourage dissident voices in the GDR.\textsuperscript{66} The delegation of the Herder-Institute nonetheless remained in Beijing and continued to gift equipment to the language department at Beijing University.\textsuperscript{67} Yet, relations with their Chinese hosts turned sour. At the five-year celebration of the friendship treaty with the PRC Ministry for People’s Education, the minister for people’s education refused to commit to the reappointment of GDR lecturers. The East German delegation reminded the minister of his student days in Germany in the 1930s and his recent visit in 1958, but to no avail. The CCP turned into an uneasy partner and Mao and his party were soon fought as “revisionists” by the GDR following the Soviet Union’s lead. With the escalation of the military conflict in Vietnam to open war in the 1960s, the country became the new special focus of East German cultural work in Asia.\textsuperscript{68} During the Vietnam War, the contingent of Vietnamese students
steadily rose and soon outstripped all other foreign student groups at East German universities. The North Vietnamese contingent eventually had to be capped at 260 students per year to allow for the increased demand from African countries. The Sino-Soviet split thus rechannelled East German cultural diplomacy efforts in crucial ways.

Asian states soon discovered that the two German governments could be played against each other. The clashes over the West German non-recognition policy against the GDR had come to a head in 1957, when the Bonn government renounced relations with Yugoslavia after Marshal Tito recognised the GDR’s sovereignty. When the Burmese regime decided it needed German language training, the German-German conflict became leverage to extract funding for this endeavour from German sources. The two German states clashed in 1963, when the Burmese government announced plans to open an Institute for Modern Languages in Rangoon. The institute should serve as a central language training centre for students, teachers, trades- and businessmen, and government officials. The new centralized structure should ensure tighter Burmese control over foreign cultural activities. The DAAD even feared the regime planned a crackdown on any foreign activities outside the newly founded institute as the Burmese Foreign Office pressured foreign governments into indirectly funding this new institution by sending qualified teachers.

The Burmese Foreign Office invited both German governments to make proposals of how they planned to retain Burma’s official status of neutrality. Unofficially, the Burmese communicated that the two first positions for German studies would not be divided between the GDR and the Federal Republic. They would either invite two cultural representatives from West or East Germany. The DAAD immediately made a substantial offer to outbid the East German language institute in Leipzig. “If the SBZ should succeed, […] this would be a severe political backlash,” a West German embassy official urged in a letter to the Foreign Office in Bonn. Whoever won Burmese first approval for their cultural programme would
dominate German cultural activity in Burma in the future. A success would also secure the already existing Goethe-Institute in Rangoon.⁷¹

Shifts in international politics made such otherwise insignificant developments into diplomatic problems. Five years later, in 1968, the Burmese authorities put renewed pressure on the West Germans who had successfully outbid the GDR in 1963. The DAAD lecturer had taken on the German language teaching of the wife of the military leader and head of state Ne Win. As he came to the end of his stint in Burma, a replacement needed to be found and sent immediately. Otherwise, the GDR might take over West Germany’s privileged position. Even worse, the local authorities had already approached the East Germans. The Herder-Institute had a suitable candidate in place in case the DAAD would not act swiftly enough. On 16 August, the embassy complained after not having heard back from the DAAD for several days. In the eyes of the embassy, this tardiness jeopardised direct West German channels to the ruling family and might erode the West German privileged position against the GDR over time.⁷² By the late 1960s, the SED had begun a large-scale international campaign for GDR self-determination and independent East German sovereignty. In bilateral relations and at the UN, SED diplomats appealed to developing countries such as Burma in a language of self-determination shaped by decolonisation to help break the GDR’s diplomatic isolation through UN recognition. This strategy threatened to circumvent the West German foreign policy of isolating the GDR internationally.⁷³ The embassy in Rangoon urged the DAAD in this context to act more swiftly in providing a replacement.

This sudden urgency of comparatively minor incidents showcased how important cultural representatives were in the perception of German bureaucrats in maintaining influence in Asian countries. West German ministries feared to be blindsided by the GDR. In 1966, the new Foreign Minister Willy Brandt had declared cultural policy the “third pillar” of West German foreign policy.⁷⁴ It was in the same year that the GDR regime had stepped up
its foreign policy attacks. The Council of Ministers issued a decree on 8 September 1966 that demanded the streamlining of German language teaching for foreigners as a cornerstone of deepening cultural and economic ties with foreign countries.\textsuperscript{75} This renewed effort in foreign cultural policy was meant to prepare international audiences for the release and public debate of a new GDR constitution. With the proclamation of the new constitution in 1968, the SED declared the GDR a sovereign socialist country with no special ties to the Federal Republic. Given this seismic shift in severing German-German constitutional ties, the GDR constitution attracted much international attention. In December 1968, the West German embassy in Rangoon urgently requested a copy. The Burmese regime, itself embarking on its Burmese Way to Socialism, had discovered the GDR constitution as a potential blueprint for its own legal reform efforts. The West German diplomats feared they might be confronted with questions about GDR legal developments. To effectively rebut East German arguments, they now thought they had to study the GDR constitution in detail.\textsuperscript{76} West German cultural diplomacy was now forced to engage with GDR foreign policy and domestic politics, something early Cold War West German international cultural efforts had refused to do.

Yet, German-German competition remained not the only battlefront. Shifts in domestic politics and West German debates on university reform and democratic representation of students impacted South Korean-West German cooperation in higher education. The push towards a liberalisation of domestic politics in the Federal Republic, that triggered a debate on equal representation of students and academics at universities in the higher education sector, seemed less and less attractive to the South Korean regime by the late 1960s. Over time, the West German embassy saw itself in direct competition with the US in vying for influence after years of promising cooperation. Since 1962, a German department at the Sogang College had been established with West German help.\textsuperscript{77} The Wisconsin Province of the Society of Jesus had founded Sogang College (today's Sogang
University) in 1960. It followed the Jesuit model of education. Sister institutions of Sogang included Sophia University in Tokyo, which had served as an important contact for the DAAD in establishing funding channels to Asia through the Steyler Mission. As part of the announced educational reforms of the South Korean government, the West German Foreign Office hoped to capitalise on the fact that the German Jesuit Pater Geppert had helped founding Sogang College. The embassy official, a Mr Lehr, reported to Bonn that the college leadership planned to transform the institution into a full university. Yet, the DAAD had been reassured that the college would retain its Christian roots. The expansion to a full university nonetheless came with an official change in identity from a missionary to a Korean institution. As an inherently Catholic institute, however, the college would not tolerate any atheist or communist theories and thus fit the anti-communist bill of West German foreign policy. The DAAD was asked to continue in supplying literature on teaching technical and business German next to stern anti-communist readings. The West German cultural links to South Korea seemed on a good way to flourish in the future.

This positive outlook soon changed. The West German government primarily envisaged its ties to South Korea as an economic and trade relationship with a focus on a guest worker programme. When more and more miners and nurses applied for permanent residency in the Federal Republic, the government re-evaluated the cultural links with South Korea. In July 1966, the DAAD received a warning that of 4,000 Korean miners, who had spent time in the Ruhr area for training, an estimated 1,000 remained in the Federal Republic. Next to these West German concerns about unwanted immigration, the coup under the leadership of General Park Chung-hee now showed its effects on West German-South Korean cultural relations. Park Chung-hee first controlled South Korea as the head of a military junta from 1961 and then as president from 1963 until his assassination in 1979. By the mid-1960s, the selection procedures for student exchanges became problematic: South Korean university
leaderships seemed deeply entangled in corruption and bi-national selection committees regularly ended up selecting not the most able candidates, but favourites of the Korean committee members. Mrs Schmitz, the local West German official in charge, suggested that the DAAD should move to a direct offer scheme for scholarships at the University of Seoul to avoid that the university president and his friends could immediately “snatch up all of them.”\textsuperscript{79} This misuse of scholarships sparked continued conflict over the question which side would exercise control over the selection of candidates. Censorship and a ban on the import of German literature, which was now deemed politically dangerous for the South Korean regime, exacerbated these conflicts over time. Kidnappings of South Korean students and academics working at the universities Heidelberg, Bonn, Frankfurt, Munich, and West Berlin orchestrated by the South Korean secret service in 1967 further worsened political relations between Bonn and Seoul and drove student protesters to the streets across the Federal Republic.\textsuperscript{80}

By 1971, the South Korean government openly threatened West German influence at home. The South Korean military leadership planned to use the economic boom to establish an internationally competitive higher education sector. In October, the government hosted representatives from Europe (Universities Sussex and Bochum), the US (Universities of Michigan, Washington, and Yale), and the Middle East and Asia (Hebrew University Jerusalem, Chulalongkorn University Bangkok, National University and University of Malaysia, Hiroshima University, University of Tokyo, Fu Jen Catholic University Taipei, University of Singapore, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong). At the large gathering in Seoul, the future development of the South Korean university sector was at stake. The South Korean hosts acknowledged the importance of the Humboldtian university model for the Pacific region in their opening remarks. In recent years, however, social and political developments within the Federal Republic had cast doubts on the continued endorsement of
the German university model. The South Korean hosts referred to calls for fundamental reforms and democratic representation of students and staff that had shaped conflict-ridden debates on university reform in the Federal Republic since the mid-1960s.

US representatives pitched their model of private universities against the German model of the public state university to expand their cultural hold in South Korea. They cautioned their South Korean hosts against the rising tide of demands for social and cultural change they had faced at home since the mid-1960s. The Americans urged the Koreans not to inflict an “unnecessary” democratisation onto their universities, which they argued was “foreign” to the idea of the university in principle. West German “overemphasised tendencies of democratisation,” unnecessarily exacerbated by recent legislation passed by the West German parliament, set an unwelcome new standard and did nothing else than bleeding university budgets in favour of unnecessary employee and student representation. A new generation of West German cultural ambassadors had indeed begun to include left-wing artists and cultural products into their portrayal of a progressive West German society in Asia. The Asian representatives agreed with these US voices that more democratic rights at universities would only open the door for communist subversion. In the eyes of South Korean representatives, universities had turned into a seedbed for communist subversion. They saw this proven by recent waves of radical student unrest in Western Europe and North America around 1968. Against this wave of left-wing activism and calls for student representation, the Yale representative pointed out, Koreans should perceive of university administration as “benign despotism.” Professor Faillard, who attended the Seoul meeting as representative of Bochum University, concluded that the Foreign Office and the DAAD had to renew their cultural diplomacy efforts towards South Korea.

US representatives clearly made inroads into Korean educational affairs under the new South Korean leadership. In response, the Federal Republic made Korea a focus of its
operations (Schwerpunktland) in connection with the new Far East Policies developed in context of Ostpolitik that was free from the shackles of the non-recognition policy towards the GDR. By 1972, the two German states had moved to détente in their diplomatic relations with each other.\textsuperscript{85} Conflicts over the dominance over exchange programmes and West German cultural activities in South Korea continued. Despite efforts to avoid what DAAD internal reports called a “donor-country dictatorship” (Geberland-Diktatur), West German officials got annoyed with corruption. They saw their own scholarship selection standards and exchange criteria seriously endangered and called for an exclusion of South Koreans from selection committees. The work of other West German scholarship foundations had come almost to a standstill because of corruption. The two churches now regained importance in their support for colleges in Pusan and Suwon.\textsuperscript{86} In 1973, West German embassy officials and representatives of the Goethe-Institute and DAAD complained that South Korea was increasingly side-lined by the Bonn government despite the pledge to make it a focal point only a year earlier. This happened despite a continued interest among South Korean society in German culture.\textsuperscript{87}

Ostpolitik had put a renewed West German focus on the PRC and Japan.\textsuperscript{88} This shift in foreign affairs resulted in the opening of a permanent DAAD regional office in Tokyo in 1978, which took over much of the organisational duties for cultural diplomacy for the Pacific region from the Hong Kong consulate. Embassy officials in South Korea soon became so desperate that they demanded that all state-funded West German travellers to Japan should be forced to include a mandatory stopover in South Korea into their itineraries. In the eyes of the embassy, only such compulsory detours could reinvigorate West German academic and cultural engagement with South Korea.\textsuperscript{89} Two years after the gathering of international university representatives, the DAAD reported that South Koreans grew to be “resistant to Western-decadent and Eastern-socialist cultural influences” alike (westlich-
“dekadenter” und östlich-sozialistischer kultureller Strömungen). While the DAAD still saw certain “utilitarian motives” behind South Korean interest in the Federal Republic, the most important fact remained that the South Koreans kept holding the line against the communist North despite the cooling in relations.90

Other Asian partners had also grown wary of West German democratisation. While the GDR made inroads into Vietnam with technical assistance initiatives since the early 1970s, West German representatives were sent out of the country shortly before South Vietnam’s defeat.91 The West German embassy in Saigon reported on 20 September 1973 that the Federal Republic together with Japan, Italy, and Belgium had been put on a black list by the Vietnamese government. When the embassy inquired with the Ministry of Education, the official answer stated that the Vietnamese government hoped for more variety in the choices of Vietnamese experts and students willing to go abroad. As many Vietnamese were already residing in Belgium and West Germany, the government hoped to encourage alternative choices. In unofficial background conversations, Vietnamese officials gave radical left-wing tendencies in the banned countries as the reason for the ban. On his visit to Bonn on 10 April 1973, the South Vietnamese leader Nguyen Van Thieu had witnessed radical left-wing protests first hand. Amidst protests of an estimated 4,000 anti-Vietnam War activists, 40 protesters stormed the Bonn city hall, locked in civil servants in their offices, vandalised offices and threw chairs and tables out of windows, while spraying the slogan “Thieu murderer, Brandt accomplice” on the walls of the building.92 West German Maoist protesters and anti-imperialist groups had left a lasting impression with the South Vietnamese president. Fixed images of the two German states along Cold War lines had become fluid among Asian audiences from the late 1960s onwards.

The Ideological Challenge of the “Spiritual Atomic Bomb”
The Sino-Soviet split transformed Cold War politics along the Bamboo Curtain. The PRC remained a source of constant worry for German bureaucrats in charge of cultural foreign diplomacy during the Cold War. The leadership in Beijing tried to retain good economic and trade relations with the Federal Republic despite its ideological alliance with the GDR in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{93} After the Sino-Soviet split, Mao’s aspirations of claiming the revolutionary mantle for the CCP in opposition to both the US and the Soviet Union turned the PRC into a constant problem for German diplomats and bureaucrats at home and abroad.\textsuperscript{94} East German members of Radio Beijing and East German embassy staff clashed repeatedly with their Chinese hosts over policy questions since the early 1960s. The GDR government had begun to restrict the import of CCP publications through the Xinhua Bookstore since 1960 as East Germans listened in great numbers to Radio Beijing. After broadcasting was launched, 150 out of 191 listeners letters reaching Radio Beijing came from East Germany already in 1960.\textsuperscript{95} In 1963, internal reports reached the GDR leadership, which gave cause for even graver concern.

While the inner SED leadership circle still tried to figure out whether only Mao himself or the whole CCP leadership presented a threat, “old SED party members” were recorded saying that “the Chinese are at least real men, they don’t let themselves be pushed around by Moscow.” While Walter Ulbricht still had not achieved a peace treaty and secured the socialist revolution in the GDR, the CCP was seen as truly independent from Moscow. Party members claimed that China had a population three-times larger than the Soviet Union. Why should such a huge country be listening to orders from Moscow? In the SED’s internal reports, old National Socialist language crept back into recorded voices from within the party. China was seen as a “Volk without space” (\textit{Volk ohne Raum}) and its aggressive foreign policy thus justified. The SED leadership consequently ordered that the CCP delegate Wu Xiuquan’s speech on the SED’s VI. Party Congress in 1963 was shouted down by SED members.\textsuperscript{96} CCP mouthpieces such as \textit{Renmin Ribao} (People’s Daily) or \textit{Beijing Zhourbao} (Beijing Review)
were now censored in the GDR. All in all, the divisive new policies emanating from Beijing had the potential to unsettle domestic politics in the eyes of the SED leadership.

By 1966, the SED had reigned in party members. In response to the official proclamation of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, concerned voices from within the party now warned of the “yellow peril,” compared the PRC to the Nazi regime, and questioned whether Maoist China was still a socialist country. The PRC had become an official nuclear power in the meantime. Mao had rocked global publics with his reported agnostic stance on nuclear warfare. The embassy in East Berlin was put under constant secret service surveillance and the SED propaganda machinery stepped up its efforts against the “revisionists” in Beijing. In 1967, members of the security service attacked the Chinese embassy in East Berlin to intimidate the embassy personnel. This action sent a clear message to the embassy staff that the Chinese were not welcome in East Berlin. The Cultural Revolution presented the SED with a fundamental ideological threat that had already been foreshadowed since the Sino-Soviet split.

At the same time, the SED tried to use clandestine contacts to the radical left in the Federal Republic to discredit Maoism. Yet, in a meeting of the SED’s West Commission, the assembled party cadres had to conclude that it remained difficult to “clarify the China problem with left-wing forces.” The SED indeed lost influence in West German left-wing circles in the late 1960s. With the turn of radical left-wingers to Third World revolutionary movements and their ideology, the Cultural Revolution and Mao as a new revolutionary icon had a rapid career within West German radical subcultures. Mao’s voice as a revolutionary leader soon after framed left-wing militancy when small circles of student protesters tipped into left-wing terrorism. The SED feared that this radicalism could spill over into the GDR from West Germany. For foreigners in the PRC and abroad, fervent supporters of Cultural Revolution mobilisation became a threat as radicalised Chinese attacked “revisionist”
opponents in unpredictable ways.\textsuperscript{106} It was precisely this newly invigorated “revolutionary radicalism,” however, that attracted many in East and West Germany to the Maoist cause.

Lin Biao’s endorsement of Mao Zedong Thought as the “spiritual atomic bomb” of the twentieth century and the international distribution of Mao’s quotations through the Little Red Book transformed the PRC’s cultural relations with the world.\textsuperscript{107} Mao’s intention to stylise the PRC as the leader of Third World revolution against the “social imperialist” socialist bloc and capitalist countries lent enormous prominence to Maoist iconography and ideology in student protests across Europe.\textsuperscript{108} The transformation of the diplomatic relationship between the Federal Republic and the GDR in Ostpolitik negotiations, the appeal of Maoism for radical left-wing militant groups, and the PRC’s global aspirations as an ideological leader shaped uneasy partnerships between German institutions and the PRC during the Cultural Revolution.\textsuperscript{109} The Maoist challenge to the global Cold War balance of power upset domestic politics within the two German states.\textsuperscript{110} Soon, it was no longer clear whether both German governments only had to address criticism and dissident voices at home or whether they had to confront the Beijing government’s radicalism directly.

The Beijing government made active use of the uncertainties that came with the reconfiguration of bilateral relations between the two German states during Ostpolitik. In diplomatic exchanges with the Bonn and East Berlin government, the CCP pursued an ambivalent policy. With border conflicts between the PRC and Soviet Union escalating into military clashes in the late 1960s, the weakening of the Soviet leadership governed CCP foreign policy. Interventions into the ongoing Ostpolitik negotiations thus favoured at times West German positions when cautioning the GDR against moving away from the “one Germany” paradigm.\textsuperscript{111} At the same time, the CCP opened channels to Maoist groups within the West German student movement. Soon, the ideological fervour of radical student groups for the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution underway in the PRC alerted West German
politicians and security services. Three main cadre parties, the KPD/ML, the KPD, and the KBW rivalled for being officially credited as a brother party by the CCP.\textsuperscript{112} This went not unnoticed by the West German security services. They watched closely how the CCP tried to force rivalling parties to unite to strengthen their national significance. Yet, personal animosities and the struggles for the correct party line within the CCP itself between the circle around Hua Guofeng and the Gang of Four at the end of the Cultural Revolution prevented this.\textsuperscript{113} These direct links between the CCP and West German Maoists were only made public when a KPD party delegation officially travelled to Beijing from 8-30 November 1976.\textsuperscript{114} Despite this political elevation, Mao’s death a month earlier spelled a quick demise of the KPD and other West German Maoist groups in the following years.

In the eyes of the GDR security services, Maoism posed a potential threat to internal political stability within the GDR. Endorsing Mao as a revolutionary leader turned into a dissident argument to undermine the SED’s leadership. There were already pressing problems at home. The remaining Chinese students at East German universities tried to carry the teachings of the Cultural Revolution into the GDR. Chinese students of German literature at the Karl-Marx-University in Leipzig for example demanded the abandoning of the academic curriculum and an exclusive focus on German colloquial languages. They also requested to be sent to the countryside to help the peasants bringing in the harvest. When these requests were denied, Chinese students started “passive resistance.” They stopped studying for classes while trying to rally other foreign students for the Maoist cause. The Chinese student cohorts introduced Red Guard routines to student life by wearing Mao badges, studying the Little Red Book, and reciting Mao’s quotations in public university spaces such as their student quarters in Nürnberger Strasse and Fockebrasse. The East German university authorities soon came to believe “that all Chinese students are fanatic disciples of the Mao cult.”\textsuperscript{115}
From autumn 1966 onwards, the number of Chinese students sharply decreased. The responsible section head at Leipzig reported that the Chinese students so far had had little impact on their fellow students from Asia and Africa “except the Vietnamese students.”¹¹⁶ Yet, the East Germans worried about African students and their growing interest in Maoist ideology.¹¹⁷ So far, no propaganda material sent from Beijing’s Foreign Language Press had been detected.¹¹⁸ The mail surveillance at the university had merely confiscated an issue of China Pictorial sent to a student from Latin America. The university was quite relieved when the Chinese students asked for permission to return to the PRC to participate in the Cultural Revolution first-hand. Officially, the Prorektor Dr Porz declared the university’s irritation over the decision that students would like to leave in the middle of the semester.¹¹⁹ Yet, the departure of the disruptive group of students certainly was no unwelcome development as they appeared to be acting under direct CCP orders to disrupt student life. After this crackdown on Chinese students, the CCP would move to mobilise West German KPD/ML to form a “Section GDR” in 1975 to take the fight against the “Honecker clique” and “Soviet social imperialism” into the GDR.¹²⁰ The SED had kept a watchful eye on these groups and traced financial support emanating from Beijing to West German Maoists. Only Deng Xiaoping’s turn to reform and opening policies would end this CCP agenda. The SED was relieved when such Chinese funding finally dried up in the late 1970s.¹²¹

In response to the upheaval caused by the Cultural Revolution, the SED decided to form a Committee for Foreign Student Matters in 1967. Local Commissions for Foreign Students brought together academics, party officials, and Free German Youth (FdJ) members to allow for a tighter supervision of foreign students. Ultimately, the SED hoped this streamlining in the administration of foreign student matters would also allow more ideological influence among foreign students.¹²² In February 1967, another group of eight Chinese students were stripped of their scholarships.¹²³ Academic institutions should now
also help the government to evaluate the nature of the ideological threat. In East Berlin, the Academy for Social Sciences at the Central Committee of the SED under guidance of the sinologist Professor Helmut Peters coordinated work with party organs. A regular colloquium on the development of the CCP’s ideology was set up at the East Asia Institute in Leipzig. Yet, the difficulties in obtaining information about the Cultural Revolution meant that East German academics reverted to a discussion of official ideological statements much like their colleagues in many other countries. While Peters’ group with its close ties to Soviet academic institutions would remain critical towards the PRC for a long time, the deputy head of the Section International Relations Bruno Mahlow, also a sinologist and member of the GDR’s diplomatic corps in the PRC in the 1960s, already cautiously began to advocate a renewed rapprochement with the CCP in the 1970s. Yet, the SED leadership remained sceptical until renewed trade interests and irritations over Mikhail Gorbachev’s perestroika triggered a GDR-PRC rapprochement in the 1980s.

**Cultural Diplomacy Across Cold War Front Lines**

Ostpolitik fundamentally reshaped diplomatic relations between the two German states and the PRC. In 1971, the PRC succeeded in driving Republic of China (ROC) out of the United Nations (UN) Security Council and General Assembly. The Bonn government conversely had to concede to the international recognition of the GDR. The Federal Republic and the PRC met in their desire to retain “two states in one nation” and “one China” paradigms in international relations which helped a swift establishment of diplomatic relations. Economic and trade interests now superseded Cold War politics. In 1973, the Federal Republic breached Cold War lines in Asia officially when the West German embassy in Beijing opened its doors. While the GDR had been politically marginalised in the PRC since the Sino-Soviet split despite retaining an embassy in Beijing, the Federal Republic hoped to capitalise on the
ideological differences between the CCP and SED. On 7 August 1973, the PRC government had unexpectedly quickly called on the newly-opened West German embassy in Beijing to organise a student exchange starting with ten scholarships. The DAAD hastily pulled current scholarship holders out of Taiwan and Singapore to fill places in Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin. To facilitate this cultural exchange and invite future expansion in trade relations, West Germany now rescinded all official ties to Taiwan.\footnote{128}

The fundamental changes in the conflict over German cultural sovereignty triggered by Ostpolitik came at a difficult time for GDR cultural work. In 1965, the Herder-Institute had been restructured and taken over the department of German as a Foreign Language. In December 1969, conflicts over the central institute for language teaching for foreigners escalated. In June 1969, the Council of Ministers had demanded more authority for the institute. In August, plans for the transition of the Working Group Comparative Pedagogy directly tasked with several research plans by the Ministry of People’s Education to the Herder-Institute were announced.\footnote{129} The director of the institute, Professor Rößler, had repeatedly complained about insufficient resources, inadequate facilities, and pest-ridden student housing. In his eyes, it was “unfathomable to house and educate foreigners under the current conditions by the mid-1970s if we don’t want to risk serious political disturbances and actions directed against us.”\footnote{130} He predicted that foreign student would grow disillusioned with the “first German socialist state.” This would inevitably taint the GDR’s image in their home countries and have a “negative propagandistic effect” (negative auslandsinformatorische Wirkung).

The institute still was in no position to implement the SED leadership’s expectations specified in the Council of Ministers’ decree from 8 September 1966. Even worse, the GDR was in danger of losing “the scientific superiority in parts of the discipline ‘German as a Foreign Language’”. The Second International Meeting of German Language
Teachers had drawn eight hundred teachers from thirty-one countries to the GDR in 1969. But if the dilapidated infrastructure in Leipzig was not immediately improved, foreigners might stop coming to East Germany. Already now, Rößler warned, foreigners ended up taking courses in the Federal Republic instead coming to the GDR against the initial intention of their home institutions and governments as the Herder-Institute lacked the capacity to meet the demand. The GDR lost a lot of income in fees that could be charged for such specialist courses.¹³¹ These institutional difficulties resulted in a short, but intense conflict between the Herder-Institute, the Karl-Marx-University, and the central government in East Berlin about how to best “curtail West German influence” and organise language teaching as an “integral part of the battle between capitalism and socialism.”¹³²

The Federal Republic now departed from early Cold War alliances in Asia. National division remained a guiding factor for PRC officials in their engagement with the two German states. Until 1972, the German Press Agency (dpa) correspondent Hans-Joachim Bargeman fulfilled diplomatic functions for the Bonn government.¹³³ When a first PRC delegation visited the DAAD on 30 July 1973 in Bonn, the new deputy ambassador Wang Shu inquired whether academic institutions would maintain contacts to Taiwan. Wang stressed that in contrast to Korea, Vietnam, and Germany, which had been divided as result of the Second World War, there would only be one China. The PRC had notified the French and British authorities, and would now also do so in case of the Federal Republic, that the PRC could not engage in any academic exchanges with organisations that had any contacts to Taiwan. This expressly included the DAAD.¹³⁴

On 5 October, the CCP rescinded the agreement for exchanges stating that the PRC could not tolerate that the DAAD retained links to the “Taiwan Clique.” The first three West German students travelling from Bonn to Beijing had been sent officially by the Foreign Office as West German bureaucrats hoped the DAAD could retain its exchange programmes
with Taiwan. This arrangement seemed possible as West Germany had never established official diplomatic relations with Taiwan. After the CCP’s threat, the DAAD officially transferred back all its Taiwan operations to the Steyler Mission. This met PRC demands of cutting official ties to the ROC.\textsuperscript{135} Scholarship holders in Taiwan were asked to correspond no longer with the DAAD directly, but received the private mailing address of a DAAD official as point of contact.\textsuperscript{136} By 1980, the organisation of the Taiwan exchange raised eyebrows by a younger generation of West German bureaucrats. A missionary society acting as an exchange organisation in the higher education sector seemed prone to “create an image that differs from the intended purpose” of the programme.\textsuperscript{137}

Since 1968, the FRG had resisted renewed Taiwanese attempts to turn cultural relations into semi-official diplomatic relations on a consulate level. With the PRC rising to ever-more international influence, the Foreign Office insisted that all contacts had to be conducted via missionary channels.\textsuperscript{138} Taiwanese representatives of the ROC information service at Bad Godesberg had repeatedly tried to be recognised as Chinese officials.\textsuperscript{139} West German officials stationed in Taipei meanwhile tried to turn the diminished importance of Taiwan into an asset. Given the new international focus on the PRC, they argued, the Federal Republic could easily become the second most important Taiwanese partner behind the US as France, the UK, and Japan now concentrated on Beijing.\textsuperscript{140} Yet, their calls went unheard. To outrun the GDR’s presence in the PRC, the DAAD entered into an exchange framework, which did not meet its academic standards. West German students were first taught at the language centre of Beijing University and then went on to a Cultural Revolution-inspired education of “learning with an open door.” This meant light field or factory work along university studies; a type of education that was only discontinued in 1978.

The Bonn government firmly reversed course in the 1970s. In the Asian theatre of the Cold War, economic interests and opportunities for trade with the mainland Chinese
market overtook ideological concerns. This new relationship should not be upset by problems at home. The DAAD tried its utmost to limit contact between PRC and Taiwanese students during their time in West Germany. This was extremely difficult as all Chinese students arrived first at the language centre of the University of Heidelberg, the only institution providing a language training centre for German as a foreign language at the time. Tutors had to battle PRC students’ demands to translate only from the Beijing Review to learn German. Eventually, the university had to accommodate for visits to Mannesmann steel works at Mannheim to meet the demand of PRC education models of the mid-1970s. PRC students sought contact with West German workers to teach them about the blessings of Maoism. Only by 1977, Bochum University offered a similar programme which eased some of the tensions between the PRC exchange students and the DAAD.\textsuperscript{141} The shift from the conservative small university town of Heidelberg to the heartland of West German industry and workers culture helped to better accommodate the Chinese students’ expectations. This tense situation only eased after the official announcement of Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening policies in 1978. Now, first West German professors were invited to teach in the PRC and the Beijing government constantly sent students in great numbers to train them for the economic shifts envisaged in Deng’s reform policies.\textsuperscript{142}

\textbf{From Competition to Coexistence}

The battle over the representation of German cultural sovereignty entered a new phase after both German states had joined UN in 1973. For East and West German industry, the acceptance of GDR statehood allowed to refocus attention away from political and cultural concerns over the representation of “Germany” in Asia to economic interests.\textsuperscript{143} This coincided with a shift in international debates to an emphasis on economic development.\textsuperscript{144} However, political pressures on both German governments still remained. In 1979, the Bonn
government recognised the Khmer Rouge regime in the UN for geostrategic reasons and to retain its Asian presence over the GDR.\textsuperscript{145} By 1980, cultural diplomacy had created a strong enough West German foothold in the PRC, South Korea, and Japan. This encouraged increased investments of West German companies. Foreign cultural diplomacy, as Martin Albers has argued, had helped pave the way for such trade and economic initiatives.\textsuperscript{146} The state government of Baden-Württemberg under Lothar Späth made the first bid and offered a total of 190,000 DM for university equipment financed through the employers’ federation.\textsuperscript{147} The state government of Baden-Württemberg also helped to expand cooperation into new Chinese regions and academic subjects.\textsuperscript{148} This initiative went hand-in-hand with attempts by conservative-governed West German state governments to establish direct trade relations to the PRC.\textsuperscript{149} At the same time, the Asian hubs of German cultural diplomacy shifted. In 1978, the West German government opened a permanent DAAD office in Tokyo. In turn, the GDR remained confined in its cultural diplomacy efforts. East German authorities kept sending experts to North Korea and Vietnam, but could never establish a significant presence outside socialist states in Asia.

The PRC remained exceptional terrain. The CCP continued in its close monitoring of foreign guests to present the PRC along the party line. Julia Lovell has pointed to the CCP’s elaborate system of cultural propaganda at home throughout the Maoist period.\textsuperscript{150} When a group of West German sinologists went on a visit to the PRC in 1977, this system provided them with a carefully choreographed picture of life in the PRC. This started already before the group departed. The academics met at the Chinese embassy in Bonn and watched the film The East is Red before they flew to Beijing via Paris.\textsuperscript{151} Once they arrived, one party cadre and two interpreters chaperoned them for their entire trip. Their handlers insisted on sticking to the agree travel programme in an “often almost inhibited manner.”\textsuperscript{152} The West German delegation presented the Chinese handlers with a particular challenge. Wolfgang
Franke, now professor at Hamburg, had lived for thirteen years in China between 1937 and 1950. He had family in the PRC and intimate knowledge of the country. Yet, even he only managed to escape the protocol of the visit intermittently.\textsuperscript{153}

The Chinese hosts rather amended the programme slightly than letting their guests explore Chinese cities on their own. Wolfgang Lippert, who had grown up in the GDR, was impressed as he felt he could “openly” talk to his Chinese hosts.\textsuperscript{154} No real deviation from the planned programme was possible. Inquiries about the fate of former colleagues remained unanswered, the places the group visited were carefully selected, and questions for academics and writers had to be submitted in advance before the West Germans met them.\textsuperscript{155} Meetings of the group with CCP officials such as the deputy minister for education Yong Wentao, although often inconsequential in their content, in turn made their way into the \textit{Remin Ribao} (People’s Daily). The tour included visits of schools, universities, factories, historical sites, and housing projects to show off the achievements of Chinese socialism.

Despite the at times obvious choreography, the visit did the trick. The West Germans returned impressed by the CCP’s accomplishments. Franke wrote in his report that “the current political system is a magnificent attempt to solve” the country’s problems. He was impressed by the improvements in housing and living standards since he last lived in China.\textsuperscript{156} Yet, a sense of being handled remained. In Wolfgang Bauer’s words: “To be fair, it has to be said […] that one is seen as alien (\textit{Fremdkörper}) as a European by the Chinese.” They were “guided through the body China in a way which doesn’t harm him [the traveller] nor the body China.”\textsuperscript{157} The ritual choreography even reinforced a sense of representing the Federal Republic abroad in the minds of the West German guests who had approached the trip initially as a semi-private journey at best.\textsuperscript{158}

West German institutions had to make many concessions to please the PRC leadership in this period. West Germans accepted living with very little contact to the outside
world when they stayed in the PRC. They conceded to demands of striking current social, political, and cultural developments in the Federal Republic from their curriculum, which their PRC handlers feared might transport ideas of “feudal morality.”159 By 1980, the Federal Republic had become such a trustworthy partner, that Radio Beijing and the state publishing house for foreign languages invited applications of German translators administered by the DAAD.160 Such self-restrictions invited criticism by students sent to the PRC, who commented that their fellow US students had much better options to push for the opportunity to do research in China than West Germans, for whom their Chinese hosts often did not meet the initial exchange agreements.161 Since both governments had signed an official agreement about cultural exchanges in 1979, the West Germans hoped that researchers from the humanities would finally be allowed to conduct archival research in the PRC.162 The Federal Republic now helped to rebuild the Tongji University in Shanghai, financed a Study College for Language Learning as well as fourteen lecturers in a variety of subjects. Until 1982, this number should be increased from twenty to thirty-four. The two West German TV channels ARD and ZDF now sent films and other programmes to the PRC, while the Springer Publishing House was the first publisher to be allowed hosting a book exhibition. These extensive contacts were supported by an increasing number of scholarships funded by the Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation, Konrad-Adenauer-Foundation, and Franz-Seidel-Foundation.163 Yet, West German institutions continued to criticise Chinese efforts to keep visiting scholars and students separated from their Chinese peers.

In defying Moscow’s continued reservations against the CCP, the GDR renewed contacts to Beijing in the phase from 1979 onwards. In 1984, the PRC and GDR signed a new agreement for cultural exchange that the SED hoped would increase trade relations as the GDR suffered ever more overtly from economic problems.164 These efforts were closely watched and at times openly criticised by the Soviet Union.165 The CCP in turn hoped to
revive cooperation in the field of media and TV.\textsuperscript{166} East German attempts started with regular film screenings in the East German embassy in 1979 to which Chinese German language teachers were invited to regain a foothold in language teaching. The DAAD immediately tried to counter these efforts with similar initiatives. But the atmosphere of this German-German competition had changed. By the mid-1980s, academic conferences in Asia became occasions for informal contact between GDR academics and their West German colleagues.\textsuperscript{167} On the “Germanists’ Meeting” at the Foreign Languages Institute Beijing in 1986, West German academics put out their feelers to facilitate more research visits for their colleagues and themselves to the GDR.\textsuperscript{168} The GDR German lecturer in Beijing in turn kept close watch over his West German colleagues’ travel arrangements and funding. He argued that alumni work among Chinese linguists who had studied at Leipzig and other East German universities in the 1950s and 60s could be vital in regaining an edge over West German cultural influence.\textsuperscript{169} Yet, the East Germans were increasingly outspent by the DAAD donating technical equipment for joint-seminars in China involving dpa representatives, embassy personnel, and journalists of leading newspapers. This attracted more and more PRC academics for visits to the Federal Republic.\textsuperscript{170}

By the mid-1980s, cautious attempts to mend the bridges burnt during the Sino-Soviet split emerged.\textsuperscript{171} Yet, this renewed interest in sending students and academics to the GDR first had to be denied for lack of funding. From 1986 onwards, the cultural and scientific exchanges between the PRC and the GDR regained speed.\textsuperscript{172} After years of East German-Chinese rapprochement, high-level academic exchanges emerged again with Beijing University and the Foreign Languages University. A Chinese delegation visiting Leipzig in 1988 showed “great interest in the ML [Marxism-Leninism] education and the training of students.”\textsuperscript{173} The frequent ideological clashes between socialist governments had led to a withdrawal of foreign students from ML classes in the past.\textsuperscript{174} By the late 1980s, numbers
eventually picked up as North Korean and Chinese students returned in greater numbers.\textsuperscript{175} The Herder-Institute thus discussed renewed co-operations with Beijing University and Tonji University in 1987-88.\textsuperscript{176}

Yet, the Herder-Institute had been long outgunned by West German financial power. The GDR always lacked the economic means to meet the interest of foreign students in higher education. Places at the Herder-Institute had to remain restricted due to the lack of rooms and student housing. The SED abandoned plans for a new extended Central Department for Studies Abroad and the Study of Foreigners (\textit{Zentralstelle für das Auslands- und Ausländerstudium}) in Gera for a lack of funding in 1982.\textsuperscript{177} The GDR thus struggled to defend ground against the Federal Republic within the socialist bloc and in Africa and Asia in the 1980s. An expansion into “capitalist countries” in response to the West German presence in socialist states also never really materialised. When the University of Maynooth in Ireland for example needed a new German lecturer in 1989 when the DAAD had withdrawn from the university, the East German lecturer sent to Maynooth was rather blunt in her assessment of her new post. While the Herder-Institute lecturer in Dublin cooperated with the group of DAAD lecturers—and complained that they all only taught West German grammar as another sign of West German cultural dominance—, the language department at Maynooth had only decided to cooperate with the Herder-Institute “because we do it so cheaply.”\textsuperscript{178} Since the 1970s, linguists had traced the separation of German grammar and vocabulary.\textsuperscript{179} In course of the debate on a “binationalisation” of Germany, West German conservative politicians had warned that this linguistic division might cement the cultural division of Germany.\textsuperscript{180} Such debates on separate East and West German grammar came to an abrupt end once the DAAD incorporated the Herder-Institute’s personnel soon after the Berlin Wall fell.

\textbf{Conclusion}
Foreign cultural diplomacy, often seen as a field of “soft power” and of minor importance, became a vital part of divided Germany’s presence in Asia. Taking seriously the attempt of both German governments and their cultural institutions to shape the debate on what Germany was after 1945 contextualises classic periodisations along official diplomatic watershed dates, highlights the importance of non-governmental proxy organisations, and draws out alternative geographies in pointing to important hubs of cultural exchange such as Hong Kong. In a situation, in which ideological conflict often made official political contacts impossible, foreign cultural diplomacy proved to be an effective tool in maintaining relations underneath the radar of Cold War diplomacy. Cultural contacts also formed a crucial part in preparing formal diplomatic relations in many instances. The struggle over the cultural self-representation of Germany and the ideological competition between the two German governments over what German culture, language, and identity actually constituted, shaped this reengagement of Germans with the world after 1945.181 The attempts to place cultural ambassadors abroad was aimed at shaping the parameters and the environment of the very debate what Germany was after 1945.

Cultural foreign policy during the Cold War heavily relied on people being sent abroad. Many scholars of US public diplomacy have argued that American efforts to influence foreign audiences have been all the more effective if foreigners were not aware of the US governments role in sending Americans around the world as cultural ambassadors.182 Yet, West and East German cultural work could never be construed as fully independent from the state as its central goal remained to occupy the place of the ‘rightful’ Germany in the hearts and minds of foreign audiences. Cultural envoys sent by both German governments brought readings in German to foreign audiences (often given as gifts), wrote regular reports home, encouraged foreigners to visit their respective country, and promoted their state’s vision of Germany after Nazism abroad. Until the conclusion of Ostpolitik, they formed an
integral part of shaping international public opinion on German cultural and political sovereignty. This German-German struggle for hegemony in defining the parameters of the debate on national division, ideological division, and sovereignty was driven by the fear of coming second to the other German state in reaching out to the world. Along the Bamboo Curtain, this anxiety-driven race for cultural representation often turned against German institutions. The imperative of representing Germany in Asian countries could easily render German institutions hostage to foreign demands as winning the fight over the international representation of German cultural sovereignty was seen as part and parcel of gaining international diplomatic and political recognition over the other Germany. While German cultural envoys engaged with each other more and more on their missions abroad from the 1970s onwards, national division meant that they could never fully move to détente and an exclusive focus on supporting economic and trade relations of their governments.

In the post-Cold War world, foreign cultural diplomacy struggles continue. The united Germany continues in its established forms of foreign cultural diplomacy after the inclusion of former GDR institutions into West German frameworks. While the ideological edge and competition between two German governments is history, fears of foreign political subversion have resurfaced in recent years in Europe and North America. The PRC’s turn to foreign cultural policy after the end of the Maoist era has fuelled fears of the CCP’s attempt to control the international image of the PRC using similar institutional tools as the two German states deployed during the Cold War. Since 2004, the CCP has begun funding Confucius-Institutes around the world much like the divided German states promoted Goethe and Herder-Institutes internationally. These institutes are funded by Hanban, the PRC equivalent of the DAAD and Herder-Institute, and promote Chinese language and culture. In a recent hearing of the US Congressional-Executive Commission on China, historian Glenn Tiffert characterised the CCP’s notion of “public opinion as a ‘battlefield’ (舆论战场) upon
which a highly disciplined political struggle must be waged and won.”

He argued that the PRC is developing a “distinctly Leninist path to soft power” leveraging its economic might and the technologies of the information age. In the attempt to marginalise Taiwan’s international cultural impact, the PRC government now invests in a similar network of culture and language centres across the world, that the two German states had built in their competition over cultural sovereignty during the Cold War. The impact of this PRC foreign cultural diplomacy on the international image of what China constitutes in the twenty-first century remains to be seen.
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